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Abstract

We propose a new scalable multi-class Gaus-
sian process classification approach building on
a novel modified softmax likelihood function.
The new likelihood has two benefits: it leads
to well-calibrated uncertainty estimates and al-
lows for an efficient latent variable augmenta-
tion. The augmented model has the advantage
that it is conditionally conjugate leading to a
fast variational inference method via block co-
ordinate ascent updates. Previous approaches
suffered from a trade-off between uncertainty
calibration and speed. Our experiments show
that our method leads to well-calibrated uncer-
tainty estimates and competitive predictive per-
formance while being up to two orders faster
than the state of the art.

1 Introduction

In real-world decision making systems, it is important
that classification methods do not only provide accurate
predictions, but also indicate when they are likely to be
incorrect. Calibrated confidence estimates are important
in many application domains such as self driving cars
(Bojarski et al., 2016), medical diagnosis (Caruana et al.,
2015) and speech recognition (Xiong et al., 2016).

In multi-class classification tasks, modern deep neural net-
works achieve state-of-the-art accuracies but often suffer
from bad calibration (Guo et al., 2017). Gaussian process
(GP) models provide an attractive alternative approach to
multi-class classification problems.

Due to the Bayesian treatment of uncertainty, GPs have
the advantage of leading to well-calibrated uncertainty
estimates (Williams and Barber, 1998; Rasmussen and
Williams, 2005). Furthermore, GP models become more
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expressive as the number of data points grows and al-
low for incorporating prior knowledge by using different
kernel functions. However, inference in multi-class GP
classification models is challenging.

In the easier setting of binary classification, GPs can
be applied to big datasets using variational inference
methods (Hensman and Matthews, 2015; Wenzel et al.,
2019). This is possible because the expectation of generic
log-likelihoods in the variational objective (the so-called
ELBO) over the variational distribution (typically a Gaus-
sian) reduces to univariate integrals which can be per-
formed in an efficient way by using numerical quadrature
methods. The optimization of the variational objective can
then be achieved by stochastic gradient methods involv-
ing mini-batches. A further speedup of such methods is
possible by the application of natural gradient techniques
(Salimbeni et al., 2018).

Figure 1: In a GP multi-class classification model, each
class density is modeled by an individual GP p(f c|D).
For predictions p(y|D), the latent GPs are marginalized
out.

The multi-class problem is more complicated because
it involves not only one latent GP, but one GP for each
class. In the common multi-class likelihoods, as e.g. the
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softmax function, the GPs are coupled. This leads to
complicated multivariate integrals which make a direct
application of variational inference techniques intractable.
Previous inference methods for the softmax model rely on
approximations and do not scale (Williams and Barber,
1998; Chai, 2012).

To tackle this issue, Hernández-Lobato et al. (2011) pro-
pose an alternative to the softmax, the robust-max likeli-
hood. This likelihood simplifies the problem by focusing
mainly on the maximal latent GP and discarding informa-
tion of the other less likely classes. The model is robust
against outliers and often yields good classification accu-
racy. However, it sacrifices the gradual response of the
traditional softmax for an all-or-nothing criterion leading
to bad uncertainty quantification.

In problems with well separated classes and a few outliers,
the robust-max likelihood is an excellent choice, while in
problems with overlapping classes a gradual classification
criterion is more desirable (Xiong et al., 2010). In this
work, we introduce a novel likelihood, the logistic softmax
likelihood, which combines the best of both worlds. It
has a gradual classification criterion similar to the tradi-
tional softmax, but on the other hand also enables fast
inference.

We propose an augmentation approach that renders the
model conditionally conjugate. Inference in the aug-
mented model is much easier. We derive a fast variational
inference algorithm based on closed-form updates. Our
inference approach is faster and more stable than the state
of the art since it uses efficient block coordinate ascent
updates and does not rely on sampling.

Alternatively, the conditionally conjugate form of the aug-
mented model directly leads to another inference strategy.
If we are willing to pay more computation time, we obtain
exact samples from the true posterior by a Gibbs sampling
scheme. Our main contributions are as follows:

• We introduce a new multi-class GP classification
model building on a modification of the softmax like-
lihood function. By applying a variable augmenta-
tion approach, we render the model conditionally
conjugate.

• We propose an efficient stochastic variational infer-
ence scheme which is based on block coordinate-
ascent updates. Unlike in previous work, all updates
are given in closed-form and do not rely on numerical
quadrature methods or sampling.

• Our method scales to datasets with many data points
and a large number of classes. The experiments show
that our method is faster than the state-of-the-art
while leading to competitive prediction performance.

• We solve the calibration issue of the robust-max like-
lihood as our model leads to much better uncertainty
quantification.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces
the problem of multi-class GP classification and reviews
related work. In Section 3 we introduce the new model
and present a data augmentation strategy that renders the
model conditionally conjugate. In Section 4 we present
an efficient inference algorithm. We show experimental
results in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes and lays
out future research directions. Our code is included in a
Julia package1.

2 Background and related work

We begin our review by introducing the multi-class GP
classification model. Related work can be grouped into
approaches that consider alternative likelihood functions
or apply data augmentation strategies.

Multi-class GP classification. We consider a dataset
of N data points X = (x1, . . . ,xN ) with labels y =
(y1, . . . , yN ), where yi ∈ {1, . . . , C} and C is the to-
tal number of classes. The multi-class GP classifica-
tion model consists of a latent GP prior for each class
f = (f1, . . . , fC), where f c ∼ GP(0, kc) and kc is the
corresponding kernel function. The labels are modeled
by a categorical likelihood

p(yi = k|xi,f i) = gk(f(xi)), (1)

where gk(f) is a function that maps the real vector of the
GP values to a probability vector.

The most common way to form a categorical likelihood is
through the softmax transformation

p(yi = k|f i) =
exp

(
fki
)∑C

c=1 exp (f ci )
, (2)

where we use the shorthand f ci = f c(xi) and for the sake
of clarity we omit the conditioning on xi.

There have been several early works addressingmulti-class
GP classification with a softmax likelihood (Williams and
Barber, 1998; Kim and Ghahramani, 2006; Chai, 2012;
Riihimäki et al., 2013). Nevertheless, these methods do
not scale well with the number of data points. Izmailov
et al. (2018) use tensor train decomposition to use high
numbers of inducing points but do not provide efficient
closed-form updates.

1https://github.com/theogf/
AugmentedGaussianProcesses.jl

https://github.com/theogf/AugmentedGaussianProcesses.jl
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The robust-max likelihood. Recently, there have been
advances to scale multi-class GP classification to big
datasets by changing the likelihood. Hernández-Lobato
et al. (2011) propose the robust-max likelihood

p(y = k|f) = (1− ε)
C∏
c6=y

Θ
(
fk − f c

)
+

ε

C
, (3)

where ε is the probability of a labeling error, and Θ is the
Heaviside function. This likelihood simplifies the problem
as it leads to a decoupling of the latent GPs.

Originally, the authors propose an expectation propagation
(EP) based approach which only scales to small datasets.
Hensman et al. (2015) and Salimbeni et al. (2018) scale
this model to big datasets employing a variational infer-
ence approach but rely on numerical quadrature. As we
show later, this likelihood has the big disadvantage of
leading to poor confidence calibration.

The Heaviside likelihood. Villacampa-Calvo and
Hernández-Lobato (2017) build on the Heaviside like-
lihood

p(y = k|f) =

C∏
c6=y

Θ
(
fk − f c

)
, (4)

where Θ is again the Heaviside function. The authors
propose a scalable expectation propagation approach but
have to make approximations on the likelihood. The in-
ference is still slow and the applicability to big datasets is
limited.

Data augmentation. Other approaches consider proba-
bilistic data augmentation. Wenzel et al. (2019) propose
an augmentation approach for binary GP classification
leading to a conditionally conjugate model, but are lim-
ited to the binary classification setting. Linderman et al.
(2015) consider data augmentation for multinomial likeli-
hoods but focus on sampling. The approach has the dis-
advantage of breaking the symmetry between the classes
and is limited to small datasets. Polson et al. (2013) pro-
pose conditionally conjugate Pólya-Gamma augmentation
for the softmax likelihood (extended by Češnovar and
Štrumbelj (2017) to GPU support) which is suitable for
sampling but cannot be used for obtaining an efficient vari-
ational inference algorithm since the ELBO is intractable.
Girolami and Rogers (2006) propose an augmentation
strategy to multinomial probit regression but does not
scale. Ruiz et al. (2018) propose an augmentation ap-
proach for enabling subsampling of classes for parametric
models with categorical likelihoods. The approach is lim-
ited to parametric models and cannot be applied to GP
models.

3 Conjugate multi-class Gaussian process
classification

We formulate a multi-class GP classification model which
leads to well calibrated confidences and is amenable to fast
inference. We define a new likelihood function, termed the
logistic-softmax , which shares the good prediction prop-
erties of the softmax. But in addition, it has the advantage
that it allows for a data augmentation approach which ren-
ders the model conditionally conjugate. The augmented
posterior can then be efficiently approximated by a struc-
tured mean-field variational inference method resulting in
a fast algorithm with closed-form updates.

3.1 The logistic-softmax GP model

We consider the multi-class GP classification model as
described in eq. 1. Different functions g for mapping real
vectors to probability vectors that have been considered
in literature include the softmax (eq. 2), the multinomial
probit (Albert and Chib, 1993), the robust-max likelihood
(eq. 3) and the Heaviside likelihood (eq. 4).

In this work, we propose the logistic-softmax :

p(yi = k|f i) =
σ
(
fki
)∑C

c=1 σ (f ci )
, (5)

where σ(z) = (1 + exp(−z))−1 is the logistic function.
Our likelihood is a modified version of the softmax like-
lihood which replaces the inner exponential functions by
logistic functions. Alternatively, it can be interpreted as
the standard softmax applied to a non-linearly transformed
GP, i.e. p(yi|f i) = softmax(log σ(f i)). The likelihood
reduces to the binary logistic likelihood for C = 2.

In the following section we derive a three steps augmenta-
tion scheme, where we (i) decouple the GP latent variables
fki in the denominator by the introduction of a set of auxil-
iary λ-variables, (ii) further simplify the model likelihood
by introducing Poisson random variables, and finally (iii)
use a Pólya–Gamma representation of the sigmoid func-
tion (Polson et al., 2013) to achieve the desired conjugate
representation of the model.
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Figure 2: The final augmented model as presented in
Section 3.2. Shaded circles represent observable variables,
empty circles latent variables and dots hyperparameters.



3.2 Towards a conjugate augmentation

We expand the logistic-softmax likelihood (5) by three
data augmentation steps leading to a conditionally conju-
gate model. The final model is displayed in Figure 2. In
the following we present the augmentations.

Augmentation 1: Gamma augmentation. To remedy
the intractable normalizer termwemake use of the integral
identity 1

z =
∫∞
0

exp(−λz)dλ and express the likelihood
(5) as

p(yi = k|f i) =
σ
(
fki
)∑C

c=1 σ (f ci ))

= σ
(
fki
) ∫ ∞

0

exp

(
−λi

C∑
c=1

σ (f ci )

)
dλi.

This augmentation is well known in the Gibbs sampling
community to deal with intractable normalization con-
stants (see e.g. Walker (2011)) but is not often used in
the setting of variational inference. By interpreting λi
as an additional latent variable we obtain the augmented
likelihood

p(yi = k|f i, λi) = σ(fki )

C∏
c=1

exp (−λiσ(f ci )) , (6)

and we impose the improper prior p(λi) ∝ 1[0,∞)(λi).
The improper prior is not problematic since it leads to a
proper complete conditional distribution as we will see in
the end of the section.

Augmentation 2: Poisson augmentation. We rewrite
the exponential factors in (6) based on the moment gener-
ation function of the Poisson distribution Po(·|λ) which
is

exp(λ(z − 1)) =

∞∑
n=0

znPo(z|λ).

Using z = σ(−f) and the fact that σ(f) = 1 − σ(−f)
we rewrite the exponential factors as

exp (−λiσ(f ci )) = exp (λi(σ(−f ci )− 1))

=

∞∑
nc
i=0

(σ(−f ci ))n
c
i Po(nci |λi),

which leads to the augmented likelihood

p(yi = k|f i, λi,ni) = σ(fki )

C∏
c=1

(σ(−f ci ))n
c
i , (7)

where ni = (n1i , . . . , n
C
i ) and the augmented Poisson

variables are distributed as p(nci |λi) = Po(nci |λi), see e.g.

Donner and Opper (2017, 2018). Note that this augmen-
tation is only possible since the transformation on f ci is
bounded, hence the need for a modified likelihood.

Augmentation 3: Pólya-Gamma augmentation. In
the last augmentation step, we aim for a Gaussian rep-
resentation of the sigmoid function. The Pólya-Gamma
representation (Polson et al., 2013) allows for rewriting the
sigmoid function as a scale mixture of Gaussians

σ(z)n =

∫ ∞
0

2−n exp

(
nz

2
− z2

2
ω

)
PG(ω|n, 0), (8)

where PG(ω|n, b) is a Pólya-Gamma distribution. Pólya-
Gamma variables are well suited for augmentations since
the moments are known analytically and an efficient sam-
pler exists (Polson et al., 2013). By applying this augmen-
tation to (7) we obtain

p(yi = k|f i, λi,ni,ωi) =

C∏
c=1

2−(y
′c
i +nc

i ) exp

(
(y′ci − nci )f ci

2
− (f ci )2

2
ωci

)
,

(9)

where ωi = (ω1
i , . . . , ω

C
i ) are Pólya-Gamma variables

with distributions

p(ωi|ni, yi) =

C∏
c=1

PG(ωci |y′ci + nci , 0),

where y′ is an N × C-dimensional one-hot encoding of
the labels , i.e. y′ci is 1 if yi = c, and 0 otherwise. Details
are deferred to appendix A.1.

Realizing that (9) has a Gaussian form with respect to f i
we achieved our goal of a conjugate representation of the
latent GPs. As we will show in the next paragraph the
model is also conditionally conjugate for the augmented
variables.

The final model. The effort of the augmentations finally
pays off as the final augmented model is now tractable
and the complete conditional distributions are given in
closed-form.

The complete conditionals of the GPs f c are

p(f c | y,ωc,nc) = N
(
f c | 1

2
Ac(y′c − nc), Ac

)
,

where the conditional covariance matrix is given by Ac =(
diag(ωc) +K−1c

)−1 andKc is the kernel matrix of the
GP f c. For the conditional distribution ofλwe get

p(λi | ni) = Ga

(
λi | 1 +

C∑
c=1

nci , C

)
,



where Ga(·|a, b) denotes a gamma distribution with shape
parameter a and rate parameters b. The improper prior on
λi does not impose an issue since the complete conditional
distribution is proper.

For the Poisson variables n, we get

p(nci | f ci , λi) = Po (nci | λiσ(f ci )) ,

Finally, for the Pólya-Gamma variables ω the complete
conditional distributions are

p(ωci | nci , f ci , yi) = PG
(
ωci | y′

c
i + nci , |f ci |

)
.

4 Inference

We derive a variational approximation of the posterior of
the augmented model (9). In the following we develop
an efficient stochastic variational inference (SVI) algo-
rithm that is based on closed-form block coordinate as-
cent updates. Our method allows both for subsampling of
data points and of outcomes (classes) scaling to datasets
with a large number of data points and a large number of
classes.

4.1 Variational approximation

To scale our model to big datasets, we approximate the
latent GPs f c by sparse GPs building on inducing points.
For each GP f c, we introduceM inducing points uc and
connect the GP values with the inducing points via the
joint prior distribution p(f c,uc) given in Titsias (2009).
Details on variational sparse GP approximations can be
found in Titsias (2009); Hensman et al. (2013).

We approximate the posterior distribution of the latent
sparse GPs u and the augmented variables λ,n,ω by
assuming the following structure of the variational dis-
tribution q(u,λ,n,ω) = q(u,λ)q(n,ω). Note that the
only assumption on the variational posterior is the decou-
pling of two groups of variables. Since our model is
conditionally conjugate, the family of the optimal vari-
ational distribution can be easily determined by averag-
ing the complete conditionals in log-space (Blei et al.,
2017). From the above decoupling assumption, it follows
that the optimal variational posterior has a factorizing
form q(u,λ,n,ω) = q(u)q(λ)q(ω,n) and the factors
are

q(u) =
∏
c

N (uc|µc,Σc), q(λ) =
∏
i

Ga(λi|αi, βi),

q(ω,n) =
∏
i,c

PG(ωci |y′
c
i + nci , b

c
i )Po(nci |γci ),

where µc, Σc, αi, βi, bci , γci , for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N} and
c ∈ {1, . . . , C} are the variational parameters. The vari-
ational parameters are optimized by a coordinate ascent

scheme outlined in Section 4.2. Finally, the approximate
posterior of the sparse GPs q∗(u) can be used to obtain
an approximate posterior of the original latent GPs f by
q∗(f) :=

∫
p(f |u)q(u)du which is given in closed-form

(see e.g., Hensman and Matthews, 2015).

4.2 Stochastic variational inference

Building on the conditionally conjugate representation of
our model deriving efficient variational parameter updates
is straightforward. We implement the classic SVI algo-
rithm described by Hoffman et al. (2013), which builds on
block coordinate ascent updates. We iteratively optimize
each factor of the variational distribution, while holding
the others fixed. The variational parameters of each fac-
tor are directly set to the optimal value given the other
parameters.

We compute the block coordinate ascent (CAVI) updates
in closed-form by averaging the parameters of each com-
plete conditional in log space (Blei et al., 2017) and details
are deferred to appendix A.2. When using minibatches
of the data, each global variational parameter (i.e. µc
and Σc) is updated using a convex combination of the old
parameter and the CAVI update, which corresponds to a
natural gradient ascent scheme (Hoffman et al., 2013). Re-
markably, the negative ELBO in our augmented model is
convex in the global parameters (see appendix A.5 for the
proof). Therefore, our algorithm is ensured to converge to
the global optimum (Hoffman et al., 2013). The inference
algorithm is summarized in Alg. 1 and its complexity is
O(CM3).

Extreme classification. When the number of possible
outcomes (classes) C is very large, using probabilistic
multi-class models becomes generally computationally ex-
pensive as the likelihood (categorical distribution) scales
linearly with the number of classes. Using large categor-
ical distributions is a challenging problem (Ruiz et al.,
2018; Titsias, 2016).

With a slight modification, our method can deal with an
extreme classification setting (large number of classes).
In our augmentation, the GPs in the normalizer term are
decoupled and allow for subsampling of the classes. This
reduces the complexity to O(M3), i.e. being indepen-
dent of the number of classes. We provide details in ap-
pendix A.3. This approach is especially useful when using
shared hyperparameters among the class specific latent
GPs.

Predictions. The posterior distribution of the latent
function p(f c? |x?,y) at a new test point x? is approxi-



Algorithm 1 Conjugate multi-class Gaussian process clas-
sification
1: Input: dataX ,y, minibatch size |S|
2: Output: variational posterior GPs p(uc|µc,Σc)
3: Set the learning rate schedules ρt, ρht appropriately
4: Initialize all variational parameters and hyperparame-

ters
5: SelectM inducing points locations (e.g. kMeans)
6: for iteration t = 1, 2, . . . do
7: # Sample minibatch:
8: Sample a minibatch of the data S ⊂ {1, . . . , N}
9: # Local variational updates
10: for i ∈ S do
11: Update (αi,γi) (Eq. 12,13)
12: for each class c do
13: Update bci (Eq. 14)
14: end for
15: end for
16: # Global variational GP updates
17: for each class c do
18: µc ← (1− ρt)µc + ρtµ̂

c (Eq. 15)
19: Σc ← (1− ρt)Σc + ρtΣ̂

c (Eq. 16)
20: end for
21: # Hyperparameter updates
22: Gradient step h← h+ ρht∇hL
23: end for

mated by

q(f c? |x?,y) =

∫
p(f c? |uc)q(uc)du = N

(
f c? |µ?c, σ2

?
c
)
,

where the mean is µc? = K?m
cK−1mm

c
µc and the variance

σ2
?
c

= K??
c + K?m

cK−1mm
c
(ΣcK−1mm

c − I)Km?
c. The

matrix K?m denotes the kernel matrix between the test
point and the inducing points andK?? the kernel value of
the test point. The final approximate predictive distribu-
tion of a test label is

p(y = k|x?,y) ≈
∫
p(y = k|f?)

C∏
c=1

q(f c? |x?,y)df?,

where p(y = k|f?) is the logistic-softmax likeli-
hood. This is a C-dimensional analytically intractable
integral. We approximate it by Monte Carlo integra-
tion. For faster convergence, the random samples can
be replaced by Quasi-Monte Carlo sequences (Owen,
1998; Buchholz et al., 2018). Finally, a point is
classified by the highest predictive likelihood, y∗i =
arg maxc∈C p (yi = c | f).

Optimization of the hyperparameters. We select
the optimal kernel hyperparameters by maximizing the
marginal likelihood p(y|h), where h denotes the set of

hyperparameters (this approach is called empirical Bayes
(Maritz and Lwin, 1989)). We follow an approximate ap-
proach and optimize the fitted variational lower bound
L(h) as a function of h by alternating between optimiza-
tion steps w.r.t. the variational parameters and the hyper-
parameters (Mandt et al., 2016).

4.3 Gibbs sampling

Since our augmented model is conditionally conjugate we
can directly derive a Gibbs sampling scheme. In order
to sample from the exact posterior, we alternate between
drawing a sample from each complete conditional distribu-
tions. The augmented variables are naturally marginalized
out and asymptotically, the latent GP samples will be from
the true posterior.

5 Experiments

In this section we empirically answer the following ques-
tions:

• What is the effect of using the softmax, logistic-
softmax, robust-max and Heaviside likelihood on
predictive performance and calibration quality? (Sec-
tion 5.1)

• How does the augmentation affect the predictive per-
formance? (Section 5.2)

• How does our method perform compared to other
state-of-the-art GP based multi-class classification
methods? (Section 5.4)

In all experiments we use a squared exponential covariance
function with automatic relevance determination (ARD):

k(x,x′) = η exp

(
−
∑D
d=1

(xd−x′
d)

2

2l2d

)
, where we set

the initial variance η to 1 and the length scales l are ini-
tialized to the median of the pairwise distance matrix of
the data. The hyperparameters are optimized using Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2015). We use a collection of datasets
from the LIBSVM repository2. Every dataset has been
normalized to mean 0 and variance 1. For each method,
we use 200 inducing points, unless stated otherwise. The
initial inducing points locations are determined by the
kmeans++ algorithm (Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2007). We
find that fixing the locations while training gives good re-
sults. We use a mini-batch size of 200 and all experiments
are performed on a single CPU.

2https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/
libsvmtools/datasets/multiclass.html

https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/multiclass.html
https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/multiclass.html


Figure 3: Likelihood comparison: Confidence histograms (top) and reliability diagrams (bottom) for four different
likelihood models. The robust-max model always predicts with probability either close to one or close to zero leading to
a poor confidence calibration.

5.1 Comparison of the different likelihoods

We begin the experiments by investigating the effect of us-
ing different likelihood functions. We compare our novel
logistic-softmax (eq. 5), the softmax (eq. 2), the robust-
max (eq. 3) and the Heaviside likelihood (eq. 4). For each
model we employ variational inference to obtain an approx-
imate posterior. In this experiment, no augmentation is
used and the gradients are estimated by sampling.

To investigate uncertainty calibration, we create seven
different toy datasets of 500 points with three classes. The
data is generated from a mixture of Gaussians model with
different variances σ2. For σ2 = 0, the classes are sharply
separated and for σ2 = 1, the classes highly overlap and
are almost indistinguishable.

See appendix A.4 for a visualization of the decision bound-
aries of the different methods. In Figure 4 we plot test
error, negative log-likelihood and calibration error as func-
tion of the noise in the data. The (expected) calibration
error is a summary statistic of calibration and is computed
by the expectation between confidence and accuracy in
the reliability diagram (c.f. Guo et al., 2017).

For datasets where the classes are sharply separated (small
σ2), all models perform similarly. But for datasets where
classes overlap (high σ2), the robust-max performs poorly
due to bad uncertainty calibration.

In Figure 3 we show the confidence histograms and re-
liability diagrams for one dataset (σ2 = 0.5). The di-
agrams are generated according to Naeini et al. (2015);
Guo et al. (2017) – the reliability diagram displays the
accuracy as function of confidence (a perfectly calibrated
model would produce the identity function) and the confi-
dence histogram shows the empirical distribution of the
prediction confidence.

The robust-max model fails to provide sensitive uncer-
tainty estimates and only predicts with either probabil-
ity close to zero or close to one. The softmax, logistic-
softmax and Heaviside likelihood yield similar predictive
performance and confidence calibration. However, as the
following experiments show, our approach is much faster
than the softmax and Heaviside model. It is the only scal-
able approach that leads to well calibrated confidences
and the logistic-softmax can be used as an efficient re-
placement of the standard softmax.

5.2 Effect of the augmentation

We investigate the effect of the augmentation of the
logistic-softmax model and its variational approximation.
To this end we compare three different inference methods
(1) variational inference for our augmented model (Aug-
mented VI), (2) variational inference without augmenta-
tion (approximating the posterior of the original model
from section 3.1 using a variational Gaussian), where the
gradients are computed via sampling (VI) and (3) Gibbs
sampling (Gibbs), c.f. Section 4.3. After burn-in, the sam-
ples from the Gibbs sampler serve as ground truth since
they come from the exact posterior. In this experiment
we do not use the inducing point approximation and all
hyperparameters are fixed. We apply all three methods on
the dataset Wine (3 classes) and compare the predictive
likelihood (p) and the mean (µ) and variance (σ2) of the
latent GPs on a test set. We compare each entry of the
three-dimensional vectors p, µ, σ2 with the ground truth
and display the results for all classes c = 1, 2, 3 combined
in Figure 5.

Variational inference in the augmented model results in
an approximate posterior which is very close to the vari-
ational inference solution in the original model. Both



Figure 4: Likelihood comparison: The test error, negative
log-likelihood and calibration error are plotted as function
of the noise (σ2) in the generated dataset. For highly
overlapping classes (large σ2), the robust-max likelihood
yields poor calibration and bad log-likelihood values.

methods lead to a similar slight approximation error of
the posterior mean µ and variance σ2 and give predictive
marginals p close to the ground truth. The Gibbs sam-
pling approach has a final prediction accuracy of 0.98,
whereby both variational inference methods have a final
accuracy of 0.96. We find that the augmentation approach
can be used as a scalable alternative to standard variational
inference.

5.3 Inducing points and hyperparameters

In this experiment we answer two questions. What is
the effect of the number of inducing points and what is
the difference between using shared hyperparameters and
individual hyperparameters for each latent GP? We train
our model on the Shuttle dataset (58,000 points, 9 classes)
for 200 epochs. We vary the number of inducing points
from 5 to 400, and set the GP hyperparameters to be either
shared or independent among classes.

In Figure 6 we display the trade-off between predictive
performance and training time. We plot the negative
log-likelihood (solid lines, y-axis left) and training time
(dashed lines, y-axis right) as a function of the number
of inducing points. If the number of inducing points is
increased, the negative log-likelihood goes down and, op-
positely, the training time goes up. We find that using only
200 inducing points already leads to near optimal predic-
tive performance. Using independent hyperparameters
over shared hyperparameters does not lead to a significant
improvement of the predictive performance but implies a
higher computational cost, especially for datasets with a
large number of classes.
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Figure 5: Effect of the augmentation: Comparison of the
predictive marginals (p), posterior mean (µ) and posterior
variance (σ2) on a test set. Each plot shows the ground
truth of the Gibbs sampler on the x-axis. On the y-axis
the estimated values by variational inference without aug-
mentation VI (top) and augmented variational inference
Augmented VI are shown (bottom). Our efficient aug-
mented VI method produces values very close to the less
efficient VI method. Both methods slightly overestimate
the mean (µ) and underestimate the variance (σ2). How-
ever, for both methods the final predictions (p) are close
to the ground truth.

Figure 6: Inducing points and hyperparameters: The
trade-off between predictive performance and run time
is shown. Two versions of our method are used: indi-
vidual hyperparameters for each GP (blue) and shared
hyperparameters (orange). On the left y-axis we plot the
negative log-likelihood (solid line) and on the right y-axis
the training time (dashed line) as function of the number
of inducing points.

5.4 Numerical comparison

Finally, we evaluate the predictive performance and con-
vergence speed of our method against other state-of-the-art
multi-class GP classification approaches. We compare our
logistic-softmax likelihood based approach (lsm) against
two competitors. First, the robust-max likelihood model
(rm) by Hensman and Matthews (2015) which is pro-
vided in the package GPFlow (De G. Matthews et al.,
2017) and trained by the natural gradient method of Sal-
imbeni et al. (2018) and second, the Heaviside likelihood



Figure 7: Numerical comparison: Prediction error and negative log-likelihood as a function of training time (seconds
on a log10 scale). Our method (lsm) converges one to two orders of magnitudes faster than the Heaviside model (hs)
and is around 10 times faster than the robust-max model (rm). rm yields poor negative log-likelihood values due to
poor uncertainty calibration.

model (hs) trained by a scalable EP method (Villacampa-
Calvo and Hernández-Lobato, 2017). For all methods, the
hyperparameters are initialized to the same values, and
are optimized using Adam. We compare the methods on
five different multi-class benchmark datasets: Combined
(98,528 points, 50 features, 3 classes), CovType (581,000
points, 54 features, 7 classes), Fashion-MNIST (70,000
points, 784 features, 10 classes), MNIST (70,000 points,
784 features, 10 classes) and Shuttle (58,000 points, 9
features, 7 classes).

In Figure 7 we plot the test error and negative log-
likelihood as functions of the training time for each dataset.
We find that our method (lsm) is one to two orders of mag-
nitude faster than the EP based method for the Heaviside
model (hs) and around ten times faster than the SVI based
method for the robust-max model (rm).

Furthermore, our method consistently beats rm in terms
of negative log-likelihood due to the better calibrated un-
certainty quantification. Only on the MNIST dataset rm
reaches a slightly better log-likelihood. This dataset is
easily separable and therefore, suits well to the robust-
max likelihood assumptions. On most datasets, the EP
based method (hs) leads to slightly better predictive log-
likelihood values, but is demanding a much longer training
time. In contrast to the log-likelihood, the pure prediction
error is not very sensitive to uncertainty calibration. All
three methods achieve similar prediction errors whereby
hs is a bit better on some datasets.

Moreover, the optimization curves in Figure 7 show that
our inference method is much more stable than the SVI
approach for the rm model. This is due to our efficient
coordinate ascent updates which are given in closed-form.
The rm approach suffers from additional noise injected

by approximating its gradients.

To summarize, our method is a good choice for fast in-
ference on big datasets. It is particularly well fitted for
datasets with overlapping classes where well calibrated
uncertainty quantification is important. Due to the closed-
form updates our method is more stable than the competi-
tors.

6 Conclusion

We proposed an efficient Gaussian process multi-class
classification method that builds on data augmentation.
The augmented model is conditionally conjugate allowing
for fast and stable variational inference based on closed-
form updates. The experiments show that our approach
leads to better confidence calibration than recent scalable
multi-class GP classification methods. Additionally, we
achieve competitive prediction performance while being
faster than state-of-the-art. For small problems the pro-
posed Gibbs sampler can be used which provides samples
from the exact posterior.

The presented work shows how data augmentation can
speed up inference in GP based models. Our approach
may pave the way to similar augmentation strategies for
other Bayesian models. Future work may aim at extending
our approach to Bayesian neural networks (BNNs). Infer-
ence in BNNs is a hard problem. Exchanging the common
softmax link functions with our proposed logistic-softmax
may leads to a conditionally conjugate augmentation ap-
proach for BNNs. Typically, Gaussian priors are used for
the weights of the network. In the augmented model the
posterior of the weights would be given in closed-form.
This might lead to an efficient inference algorithm.
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A Appendix

A.1 Reparametrization of the Pólya-Gamma
variables

By applying the augmentation of the sigmoid (8) to the
augmented likelihood (7), we obtain the Pólya-Gamma
augmented likelihood

p(yi = k|f i, λi,ni, ω̃i,ωi) =
1

2
exp

(
fki
2
− (fki )2

2
ω̃i

)
×

C∏
c=1

2−n
c
i exp

(
−n

c
if
c
i

2
− (f ci )2

2
ωci

)
, (10)

where we impose the prior distributions

p(ω̃i) =PG(1, 0)

p(ωi|ni) =

C∏
c

PG(ωci |nci , 0).

We simplify this expression by combining all terms
corresponding to the index k. To this end, we use
a one hot-encoding of y ∈ {0, . . . , C}N as y′ ∈
{0, 1}C×N ,

y′
c
i =

{
1 for yi = c
0 otherwise. .

Building on the identity ω1 + ω2 = ω3 with ω1 ∼
PG(b1, c), ω2 ∼ PG(b2, c) and ω3 ∼ PG(b1 + b2, c),
we rewrite equation (10) as

p(yi = k|f i, λi,ni,ωi) =

C∏
c=1

2−(y
′c
i+n

c
i ) exp

(
(y′

c
i − nci )f ci

2
− (f ci )2

2
ωci

)
,

where the terms corresponding to ω̃ are now absorbed
into the terms corresponding to ω.

A.2 Block coordinate ascent (CAVI) updates

The variational distribution is q(u,λ,n,ω) =
q(u)q(λ)q(ω,n) and the factors are

q(u) =

C∏
c

N (uc|µc,Σc), q(λ) =
∏
i

Ga(λi|αi, βi),

q(ω,n) =
∏
i,c

PG(ωci |y′
c
i + nci , b

c
i )Po(nci |γci ).

In the CAVI scheme (Hoffman et al., 2013) each factor is
iteratively updated by the following equation. Suppose we
want to update the variational distribution corresponding

to the latent variable θ ∈ {u,λ,n,ω}. Let θ be the set of
the other latent variables, then q∗(θ) is updated by

q∗(θ) ∝ exp
(
Eq(θ)

[
log p(θ | θ)

])
. (11)

Using this equation gives the closed-form update for each
variational parameter.
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2
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) (12)

αi =1 +

C∑
c=1

γci , βi = C (13)

bci =f ci , (14)

θci =Eq(ωc
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c
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c
i + γci
2bci

tanh
bci
2
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1

2
(Σc)−1κc>
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y′
c − γc

)
(15)

Σc =
(
κc>diag (θc)κc + (Kc

mm)−1
)−1

, (16)

where ψ(.) is the digamma function. When κµ � 0,
equation (12) easily overflows. One can solve this problem
by approximating exp(−0.5κµ)/ cosh(0.5f̄) with σ(κµ)

by neglecting the variance terms K̃ + κΣκ> in f̄ .

Equation (12) and (13) shows a direct interdependence
between αi and γci . We use inner loop of alternating
between updating both variables until convergence to solve
the problem. We find that 5 iterations in the inner loop
are enough.

Finally, if class subsampling (the extreme classification
version of our algorithm Alg. 2) is used, αi is approxi-
mated by

αi = 1 +
C

|K|
∑
c∈K

γci , (17)

where C is the number of classes and |K| is the number
of sub-sampled classes.

A.3 Subsampling the classes (extreme classification
version)

The extreme classification version of our algorithm is pre-
sented in Alg. 2. In each iteration we only consider a
minibatch of the classes B ⊂ {1, . . . , C} and the varia-
tional parameters bci , αci , µc, Σc (lines 13, 11, 18, 19 in
Alg. 1) are only updated for i ∈ B. The updates that are
global w.r.t. the classes, i.e. λi and the hyperparameters



Figure 8: RGB representation of the predictive likelihood for a toy dataset as described in section 5.1 with variance
σ2 = 0.5. Each class is attributed a color channel (Red, Green, Blue) and predictive likelihoods are mapped into RGB
values.

h (lines 11, 22) are now replaced by stochastic gradient
updates.

Algorithm 2 Conjugate multi-class Gaussian process clas-
sification with class subsampling
1: Input: dataX ,y, minibatch size |S|and |B|
2: Output: variational posterior GPs p(uc|µc,Σc)
3: Set the learning rate schedules ρt, ρht appropriately
4: Initialize all variational parameters and hyperparameters
5: SelectM inducing points locations (e.g. kMeans)
6: for iteration t = 1, 2, . . . do
7: # Sample minibatch:
8: Sample a minibatch of the data S ⊂ {1, . . . , N}
9: Sample a set of labels K ⊂ {1, . . . , C}
10: # Local variational updates
11: for i ∈ S do
12: Update (αi, γ

c
i )c∈K (Eq. 12,17)

13: for c ∈ K do
14: Update bci (Eq. 14)
15: end for
16: end for
17: # Global variational GP updates
18: for c ∈ K do
19: µc ← (1− ρt)µc + ρtµ̂

c (Eq. 15)
20: Σc ← (1− ρt)Σc + ρtΣ̂

c (Eq. 16)
21: end for
22: # Hyperparameter updates
23: Gradient step h← h+ ρht∇hL
24: end for

A.4 Visualization of the different likelihoods

To get a better intuition of the behavior of each likelihood,
we visualize the prediction function of each method as a
contour plot using the toy dataset from section 5.1. To
visualize the predictive likelihood, we map the predic-
tive values of each class to a RGB color channel (where
each class corresponds to one color and mixing of colors
indicates a contribution of multiple classes). A highly
saturated color corresponds to a high confidence in the
class prediction, while mixed colors indicate zones of tran-
sition between classes and lower confidence. The results

are shown in Figure 8 for a toy dataset consisting of 500
points generated from a mixture of Gaussians with vari-
ance σ2 = 0.5. As expected, the robust-max likelihood
leads to extremely sharp decision boundaries and high
confidences for all regions (even for the overlapping re-
gions). The other likelihoods lead to better calibration
resulting in soft boundaries and less confident predictions
in the overlapping regions.

A.5 Convexity of the negative ELBO

In the following we prove that the negative ELBO (−L) of
our augmented model is convex in the global variational
parameters µc and Σc. To prove this statement, we write
the negative ELBO in terms of µc and Σc,

−L(µc,Σc)
c
=

1

2

[
N∑
i=1

(y′ci − γci )µci − θci
(
(µci )

2 + Σcii
)]

1

2

[
µc>K−1µc + tr(K−1Σc)− log |Σc|

]
.

Differentiating twice in µc gives diag(θc) +K−1 which
is positive definite since θci > 0 for all i and by definition
ofK. Therefore, the negative ELBO is convex in µc for
all c.

Differentiating twice in Σc gives (Σc)
−1⊗(Σc)

−1, where
⊗ is the Kroenecker product. This is again positive defi-
nite since (Σc)

−1 is positive definite and the Kroenecker
product preserves positive definiteness. Therefore, the
negative ELBO is also convex in Σc for all c.
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